Abstract
Introduction
The rapid advances of silicon technology have made it possible to build small-to medium-scale single-chip multiprocessors. These devices can be coarsely distinguished in two classes: general purpose chip multiprocessors [1, 2, 3] (GPCMs) which integrate a small number of advanced processor cores (e.g. Itanium 2, UltraSPARC) and large caches in a tightly connected cluster, and Multi-Processor Systemson-Chip (MPSoC) [4, 5, 6, 7, 8] , which contain simpler cores and many application-specific heterogeneous coprocessors, embedded memories and peripherals. These two classes have completely different application targets and design constraints. GPCMs target the high-end server market and are also often used as building blocks for large scale supercomputers. In contrast, MPSoC are targeted for embedded applications (multimedia, video, graphics) in tightly cost-and power-constrained markets (e.g., smart phones, home entertainment centers, etc.). The focus of this paper is the study of power-performance tradeoffs in supporting shared memory programming models in MPSoCs. Needless to say, power consumption is also a concern in GPCMs. In the case of GPCMs, however, fully hardware supported cache coherence is an undisputed requirement, because it makes much easier to support general purpose application workloads. Recent papers by Ekman et al. [9, 10] have studied the power consumption of snoop-based cache coherence using a full-system simulation approach targeted to GCMPs. The picture is much less clear in MPSoCs; although some MPSoCs explicitly support cache coherence in HW (e.g., [6] ), other devices on the market rely on non-cachecoherent architectures (e.g., [4] ). This is motivated by the fact that embedded applications are usually carefully tuned to the target hardware platform, and interprocessor communication is often performed by explicitly managing shared memory areas, without much hardware support for a full shared-memory abstraction. Clearly, the ease of programming in a fully cache coherent memory space could simplify embedded application development, but designers would reluctantly accept this approach if this should affect the energy efficiency of the architecture. Our work sheds some light on this open issue. We set up a complete and accurate environment for exploring the energy efficiency of cache coherence in a MPSoC context, using cycle-accurate simulation and power models which are technology-homogeneous (i.e., all obtained from characterization in the same .13µm technology). We compared three alternative approaches to cache-coherence: in the first one (hardware-based), cache coherence is imposed by a specific device implementing a snoopy protocol; in the second one (software-based), coherence is enforced by preventing the caching of shared data. In the third scheme (OS-based), the burden of coherence is left to the operating systems IPC primitives (based on message passing). Our analysis allows us to derive some interesting and nontrivial conclusions. First, results show that an OS-based coherence solution is extremely inefficient both power-and performance-wise (up to 7x), independently of the benchmark and of the cache configuration. Second, we show that cache coherence is not always convenient in terms of either performance and energy; this strongly depends on hardware features such as cache size, as well as on the characteristics of the application such as the access patterns for shared variables. The latter in particular, allows to define some high-level guidelines for writing embedded software for cache-coherent MPSoCs.
Background and Previous Work
The problem of cache coherence has been thoroughly studied by researchers, and a vast literature on the subject is available. Widely speaking, approaches for solving the cache coherence problem in multiprocessor systems fall into two major classes: hardware-based approaches, and software-based ones. The former impose cache coherence by adding suitable hardware which guarantees coherence of cached data, whereas the latter impose coherence by limiting the caching of some shared data to when it is safe to do it; this can be done by the programmer, the compiler, or the operating system. For a survey of hardwarebased cache coherence solutions the reader is referred to [11, 13, 12] ; software-based cache coherence solutions are reviewed in [14] . Hardware-based cache coherence solutions (called cache coherence protocols hereafter) can be further classified according to two orthogonal dimensions [11] In the former scheme, whenever any cache line L is written the coherence protocol invalidates all copies of L in other caches; in the latter one, the protocol updates those lines with the new value which is being written. Invalidation-based solutions are more common in coherence protocols because they are easier to implement in hardware; they are also more efficient than updatebased one for large cache line sizes, since updates requires multiple bus transfers. Update-based protocols become more efficient when accessing heavily contended lines, since subsequent accesses to those lines will result in a cache hit thanks to the update. Multiprocessor architectures (and hence cache coherence) have been historically designed with performance in mind. Therefore, the impact of coherence schemes on energy has not been considered until the tight energy constraints of single-chip multiprocessors made the problem relevant. Early work on this topic include the Jetty scheme [15] , where a small structure (Jetty) is attached to each cache so as to filter out useless snoop accesses. Instead of doing a tag-lookup directly, the Jetty is checked first; if no copies of data do exist, a cache access is avoided, thus achieving significant energy savings. Another approach is serial snooping [16] , based on the assumption that if a miss occurs in one cache, it is possible to find the block in another cache without having to check all the other caches. Both schemes have been devised for multi-chip SMPs; they have been evaluated on GPCMs in [9] , where it was shown that these solutions are quite ineffective. The same authors have also proposed an energy-efficient cache coherence scheme for virtual caches in GPCMs [10] . None of these approaches is explicitly meant for MPSoCs, for which much tighter energy and area constraints do exist. As a matter of fact, all these schemes require quite high computational and/or hardware overhead, and assume nonrealistic software architectures. For example, in [9, 10] no operating system is assumed to be executing in the system. In this work, we propose the first energy/performance analysis in MPSoCs, that includes an embedded operating system. The result is a comparison of basic hardware-based coherence schemes, with minimal impact on the architecture, with respect to schemes imposed at the software level. Figure 1 shows the architectural template of the multiprocessor simulation platform used in this work, called MPARM [17] . It consists of (i) a configurable number of 32-bit ARM processors, (ii) their private memories, (iii) a shared memory, (iv) a hardware interrupt module, (v) a hardware semaphore module, and (vi) the interconnect. Figure 1 . Hardware Architecture. The processor cores are modeled by means of an adapted version of a GPL-licensed Instruction-Set-simulator (ISS) called SWARM [18] , written in C++ and embedded into a SystemC wrapper. Each ISS contains his own cache. Memories and all other devices are implemented in SystemC in a straightforward fashion. The semaphore module and the interrupt device are used to handle the synchronization among the cores. The former provides a test-and-set operation to the software, while the latter allows a processor to send an interrupt request to another core. The platform is entirely described in SystemC at the signal level, except the ISS which performs cycle-accurate simulations of the cores. The platform is configurable, and it allows to specify several parameters, such as the type of interconnect (AMBA vs. ST-Bus), the number of processing elements, and the cache and memory parameters (cache size, line size, cache type, memory size and latency, etc.) A port of a real-time operative system called RTEMS [20] is available for the platform. RTEMS offers support for multiprocessing, and native calls for process communication and synchronization. Inter-process and inter-thread communication in RTEMS rely on message queues; threads communicate using the a send primitive to put data into the queue, and a receive primitive to retrieve data, both provided by RTEMS as system calls. Concerning power analysis, the platform provides accurate power models associated to each component. All models are cycle accurate, and have been characterized on a 0.13 µm technology by STMicroelectronics and validated on silicon implementations of the various components. For the processor cores we have used an instruction-based power model (see [21] for details). For the memories (both caches and private memories) we have used an analytical model derived from the work presented in [22] , whereas the power model for the STbus interconnect has been taken from [23] .
The Multiprocessor Platform
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Cache Coherence Support
The base MPARM architecture does not support cache coherence, in the sense that no hardware support is used to enforce it. We have enhanced the platform by adding a hardware coherence support based on a write-through policy, which comes into two variants: one based on an invalidate policy (Write-Through Invalidate, WTI), the other based on an update policy (Write-Through Update, WTU). The devices are quite similar: when a write request on the shared memory is coming from another processor (detected from the observation of the corresponding bus signals), The corresponding action is taken (invalidate or update). Notice that the update device is slightly more complex. It features extra I/O interface for the data, since in this case we are writing a value to the updated locations. The hardware snoop devices are in charge to enforce the cache coherence protocols. The snoop devices sample the bus signals to detect the transaction on the bus, its relevant data and the core involved. When a write operation is flagged, the corresponding action is performed, i.e., invalidation for the WTI policy, rewriting of the data for the WTU one. Write operations are performed in two steps. The first one is performed by the core, which asserts the signals on the bus, while the second one is performed by the target memory, which sends its acknowledge. The write ends when the second step is complete and when it is the right time, for the snoop device, to interact with the cache. Of course, the device must ignore writes issued by its core. In our simulation model, synchronization between the core and the snoop device is handled using shared variables. During a clock cycle only one of them can access the cache memory; therefore the other one must be locked, waiting for the cache accessibility.
Energy Impact of Cache Coherence
To assess the energy/performance efficiency of cache coherence in MPSoCs, we compared three different schemes for enforcing cache coherence, each one corresponding to a different programming model, i.e., the way coherence is made available to the programmer. It is worth emphasizing that all the three models assume strict memory consistency [12] . The following sub-sections describe these three schemes. For each scheme, its corresponding programming model will be illustrated through a simple example, namely, a 1-item producer-consumer application.
Hardware-Based Coherence
Under this model, cache coherence is imposed by the snoop devices attached to the cores and their caches. This scheme implies a program semantics similar to that of an uniprocessor context; shared data can be cached because caches are guaranteed to be coherent. However, the programmer must explicitly deal with synchronization (e.g., for mutual exclusion) of shared data. Figure 3 shows a typical textbook pseudocode for our working example. The use of the shared variable value is guaranteed to be coherent. However, the programmer must use a synchronization variable (a semaphore, in the example) to regulate access to the data. 
Software-Based Coherence
The second coherence scheme is straightforward: shared data are not cached. Although this solution may appear trivial, it is the basis of typical software-based schemes [14] . More advanced schemes belonging to this class require compiler support to perform accurate analysis, which allows caching of some shared data when it is safe to do it. In our example, the code differs only marginally from the one in Figure 3 , namely, the shared keyword used on a variable automatically implies the fact that it cannot be cached.
OS-based Coherence
The third scheme consists of leaving to the OS do the task of guaranteeing coherence, through its IPC abstraction offered by its API. Specifically, RTEMS offers a communication infrastructure based on message queues [20] , shared objects implemented as a pool of buffers called packets. In order to communicate with each other, remote processes obtain packet buffers using the the global identifier of the queue. Synchronized accesses to these buffers are realized by means of locks, which can be thought of as an equivalent of a hardware Test-and-Set primitive, implemented by polling a given location of the shared memory. From the programming model point of view, not just coherence, but even the notion of shared data is hidden by the OS primitives. The producer-consumer example becomes then as shown in Figure 4 , where send and receive denote the generic primitives for communication between remote processes. In the example, communication is established by explicitly specifying the peer process involved in the communication. 
Experimental Results

Benchmark Description
In order to accurately compare the schemes described in the previous section, we have chosen a set of parallel programs, which exhibit different access patterns to the shared memory. The synchronization among processes relies on OS primitives, for the applications which use the OS, and on explicit manipulation of the hardware semaphore module for the others. In particular, the synchronization is always based on the test-and-set hardware feature. Addresses corresponding to semaphores are never cached, because it is not possible to perform a test-and-set access on a cache memory. The benchmarks are split into two sets. The first set includes two synthetic parametric benchmarks:
1. A producer-consumer application (PCx,y,z). The application is parameterized with respect to the number of producers x, consumers y, and the size of the FIFO queue z. All the producers write their data in a queue and all the consumers read from the same queue. When the queue is full, the producers busy-stall polling the semaphore, while consumers busy-stall when the queue is empty. It is not relevant which consumer gets the data written by a producer, so the only synchronization point is related to the queue access. Each process performs a fixed number (N, set at 1000 in our experiments) of operations (reads or writes to the queue).
An application implementing the readers-writers prob-
lem (RWx,y,z,w). The meaning of x, y, and z is the same as for the PC application, while w denotes the relative speed of the readers with respect to the writers. The writers and the readers use the same shared object for data exchange. Here the aim of synchronization is to avoid multiple, simultaneous write accesses, while simultaneous reads must be allowed. Furthermore, no reads are allowed during a write, and each writer must to have exclusive access to the shared data. Unlike the previous case, multiple writes before one read and multiple reads before one write are possible Also in this case, each process (reader or writer) accesses the same number of times N the shared object.
Varying the relative speed of the processes will change the order of the memory accesses, but not their total number. The second set of benchmarks consists of a set of small kernels implementing well-defined functionalities:
1. A parallel matrix multiplication (MM). Each processor uses the entire source matrices and produces a slice of the result matrix. This program is written so as to maximize the sharing of the read-only variables (the source matrices) and to minimize the sharing of the variables that are written.
A parallel FFT.
A parallel LU matrix decomposition (LU).
The last two application are taken from the SPLASH-2 benchmark suite [24] .
Analysis
We have compared the cache coherency schemes using power P , execution time T (in cycles), energy E = P T and the energy-delay product EDP = ET = P T 2 . To allow an uniform comparison, all results are normalized with respect to the case of SW cache coherence. As a first experiment, we compared the three coherence schemes on the producer-consumer application (PC2,2,16 ). Figure 5 shows performance, energy and power results of the various coherence schemes. WTI (WTU) denotes hardware-based coherence using invalidate (update) protocol, SW denotes software-based coherence and OS denotes coherence imposed by OS communication primitives. The most striking results emerging from this comparison is the intrinsic inefficiency of OS-based coherence. The results show that in MPSoCs the price paid in terms of performance and energy for an OS-based user-friendly programming model is very high. The existence of some overhead due to the OS is generally to be expected, but in this case it appears to be quite significant. Since the penalties due to the OS are very similar for all the applications used and for all the platform configurations, results relative to OS-based coherence will not be considered further.
Synthetic Benchmarks.
For the producerconsumer benchmark, the experiments show limited sensitivity to the parameters (# of producers/consumers and buffer size). This is due to the nature of the application; in fact, the average speed for each process is forced to be the same. If the consumer is faster than the producer, the buffer will tend to empty and the consumer will wait for the producer. Conversely, if the producer is faster, the buffer will tend to fill up and the producer will have to wait for the consumer. In case of speed mismatches, there are substantial differences on the access patterns only for the hardware lock and, due to the non-cacheability of its address space, this variations have the same impact on system performance and power consumption for the cache coherent solutions as well as for the non-coherent one. The WTU solution results slightly more efficient than the SW one in terms of execution time; however, it also has larger energy consumption. The WTI scheme has a worse behavior for the energy consumption and has an execution time which can be worst or slightly better than the SW one, but always worse than the WTU one. The second set of experiments refers to the RW application, relative to the case of 3 readers and 1 writer (similar results have been obtained for other numbers of readers and writers). We have run three sets of simulations corresponding to the variation of three different parameters: two relative to the application (buffer size and relative speed), the other relative to the platform (cache size). This benchmark is more interesting than the producers-consumer; here, changing the application parameters (and in particular the speed ratio) significantly changes the access pattern to the shared memory and thus the behavior of the coherence scheme involved. In simple terms, hardware cache coherence makes it possible to cache the shared variables. Consequently, the power consumption breakdown shows an increased impact of cache power with respect to bus and shared memory. Therefore, there are access sequences which benefit from this fact, but also sequences which are penalized. For instance, consider a WTU scheme, and a sequence of consecutive writes in a shared memory location; each write will cause a sequence of update command on some data cache. The only useful update command however is the one which occurs just before a read access on the cache, because the values carried by the other ones are lost. For this access pattern the WTU scheme is thus quite inefficient. Conversely, in a sequence of accesses where each write is followed by a read, WTU will be effective, since the update command issued during the write access will load the cache with the data and the following read access will not need a memory and bus access. Note that an useless update command is negative for both power and performance; in fact, since the core cannot access the cache when it is used by the snoop device, some cycles may be wasted. Figure 6 shows performance, power, energy, and EDP, where the relative speed of readers and writers has been set to 1. In this application the resulting access patterns to the shared object involved in the communication are favorable to the HW-based schemes. The readers and the writers run at the same speed, so the reads and the writes tend to be interleaved. A cache coherent platform can be more efficient, since it allows to cache shared data, as the experiments show. By increasing the cache size, we can observe an improvement of performance for both the HW solutions, until the gain saturates. The saturation is due to the point after which the cache is bigger than the whole working set (and further increase of the cache size do not provide any benefit). Furthermore, in this situation, the WTU solution is more efficient than WTI because the invalidation of a cache line will force a read from the shared memory. While enlarging the cache size is always beneficial for performance, it negatively impacts energy. In larger caches the energy required for a single access is larger. Therefore, we can observe an optimal size corresponding to the point where the hit ratio compensates the energy access cost. Moreover, notice that the SW solution is very competitive from an energy point of view, because it reduces the number of accesses to the high-performance, power-hungry data cache. The analysis of the sensitivity to the size of the object involved in the communication (i.e., the buffer) show a similar trend as for the cache size. In fact, the relation between the object used and the cache size determines the cache hit ratio and the performance. Clearly, using bigger objects causes an increase of the execution time, but this increase is the same for all the cache coherence schemes adopted. Still, using small objects for the data interchange moves the load of the application from the communication to the synchronization, and the usefulness of the cache coherent scheme tends to decrease. This is shown in Figure 7 , where a shared object of 256 bytes appears to be the best choice, with respect to the 16-byte buffer (too small, synchronization issues became dominant) and with respect to the 1KB bytes case too (the object is too large for the cache used). The impact of the speed ratio between readers and the writers on the various metrics is also interesting. In fact, it directly affects the access patterns on the shared memory and, as a consequence, on data caches. If the writer is faster than the readers, there will be many consecutive writes on the shared object before a read happens. As mentioned above, this is the most negative condition for a cache coherent architecture. This explain why the WTU solution is ineffective when the speed ratio equal to 0.1. The application with speed ratio equal to 10 is also penalized. Again, this occurs because of the unfavorable access pattern. The quicker reader finishes its work when the writer is still running. Thus, the final section of the access sequence is again composed of writes only.
Application Kernels
The analysis of the synthetic applications shows that caching a variable is an energyefficient solution when more reads than writes occurs on that variable; this rule can be used as a guideline when developing applications. This is what have been done with the MM application which shows both an energy and a performance improvements when shared data are cached. This application, indeed, uses many shared variables as read-only objects (the source operands). Moreover, the variables accessed for writing (the result matrix slices), even if shared in principle, are actually used by just one processor. This is because each processor is in charge of computing a mutually exclusive portion of the result. For applications that are not written with the optimization of the access patterns to shared variables in mind, the results are less effective. Both the FFT and the LU applications use shared data to perform their computation. Such data are accessed with several different patterns and it is unlikely that a "good" pattern does exist. Therefore both applications show slightly better performance, but, at the same time, a higher energy consumption, due to the energy wasted to keep the data synchronized and consistent into different caches. Concerning power, we notice that power increases even when energy is decreased when cache coherence is involved. This is because when the energy decreases the performance increase even more, and their ratio increases. In practice, the whole system is working with a higher efficiency, removing CPU stall cycles which unfavorably consume energy without doing any useful work. Conversely, when enforcing coherence wastes energy, performance are impacted less significantly, because the high speed of the cache memories allows to recover many of the cycles wasted to keep data consistence. 
Conclusions
This paper compares three different approaches for guaranteeing cache coherence for MPSoC architectures, namely, snoop-based coherence, a software-based approach which prevents caching of shared data, and an OS-based approach.
All three solutions are in principle viable for tightly constrained architectures, because they have limited overhead. Our analysis reveals that the OS-based approach has excessively high cost. Hardware-based cache coherence appears to be competitive in terms of performance, but it has significant power cost when coherence traffic grows, thereby casting some doubts on its viability when power constraints become tighter and the degree of multiprocessing grows. Light-weight schemes which avoid caching of non-shared data are scalable and energy efficient, but they imply maximum programming effort.
